LAS VEGAS, NV – January 7, 2010 – Sigma Designs (Nasdaq: SIGM), a leading provider of system-on-chip (SoC) solutions used to deliver entertainment and control throughout the home, today announced a partnership with SoftAtHome to deliver the SoftAtHome Operating Platform for hybrid, terrestrial and IP set-top boxes (STBs) on the Sigma Designs’ SMP8654 chipset. The SoftAtHome Operating Platform contains advanced functionality and application programming interfaces (APIs) for creating next-generation applications in the digital home. The Sigma Designs SMP8654 enables the rapid and cost-effective development of next generation hybrid-IPTV STBs. Product demonstrations are available at this week’s CES 2010 Show, Thursday, January 7 through Saturday, January 9 at Sigma’s hospitality suite located at the Las Vegas Hilton, Suite #2990.

As a result of this collaboration, global service providers can now combine services such as voice, video, graphical user interfaces, security, network access, connectivity or management, and deploy them across different devices in the home, including STBs. With Sigma’s SMP8654 chipset, performance is taken to the next level by combining significant increases in CPU speed, memory bandwidth, and architectural efficiencies.

SoftAtHome and Sigma Designs have co-developed the drivers for the SMP8654 to implement the SoftAtHome Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) that delivers seamless portability across different chipsets. The implementation leverages key features from Sigma’s chipset including numerous codecs to improve the experience in sharing content inside the home using DLNA. This co-development is paving the way for a complete integration that will leverage new features of the chipset such as home automation, energy management or online movie streaming.

Telcos and service providers worldwide will be able to rapidly deliver additional premium services to their subscribers to position the TV as the hub of the digital home. These services include:

- Accessing personal digital content from a mobile phone, PC or TV
- Playing content stored in the home from any TV in the world
• Recording TV programming when travelling
• Navigating through recommended programs on a TV based on a personal profile
• Combining broadcast premium high-definition live content with over-the-top catch up TV
• Sharing content with multiple devices in the home
• Managing home settings or access content from favorite web sites

Additionally, third party application developers, integrators and service providers can develop advanced graphical user interfaces, using rendering engines such as Flash from Bluestreak Technology, to provide a unique and compelling TV experience.

“The SoftAtHome Operating Platform runs on the leading chipsets available on the market today,” said Michel Degland, CEO of SoftAtHome. “Adding Sigma Designs’ chipset to our resume is an exciting opportunity as they work with some of the world’s largest service providers.”

“Our leadership shows that we are committed to providing an enriched, all-encompassing TV experience for the next-generation,” said Ken Lowe, vice president of strategic marketing at Sigma Designs. “The openness and the richness of the SoftAtHome solution combined with Sigma Designs’ chipset offer one of the most comprehensive solution to not only accelerate that experience, but to also further move towards worldwide adoption.”

About Sigma Designs, Inc.
Sigma Designs is a leading fabless provider of system-on-chip (SoC) solutions that are used to deliver multimedia entertainment throughout the home. Sigma’s SoC solutions combine media processing, image processing, media communication, and content security into highly integrated semiconductors and software stacks to form critical components of high-growth consumer applications including IPTV-based set-top boxes, Blu-ray players, HDTVs, entertainment connectivity devices, and RF-based home control devices. Headquartered in Milpitas, Calif., Sigma Designs also has design centers or sales representatives in Canada, China, Denmark, France, Japan, Korea (third party), Singapore, and Taiwan. For more information, please visit Sigma Designs’ web site at www.sigmadesigns.com.

About SoftAtHome
SoftAtHome is a software company created by Orange, Thomson and Sagem Communications to deliver total convergence through an operating platform for the home digital environment. It fosters a new ecosystem made up of service providers, 3rd party application developers, integrators and hardware vendors to accelerate the advent of the Digital Home. The company is headquartered in France with development and sales teams in France and Belgium. For more information, visit www.softathome.com.

Safe Harbor Statement
This press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including
statements about the anticipated features and benefits of Sigma’s products, growing demand from consumers, projected timing and availability of solutions, and the expected use of Sigma’s products. Actual results could vary materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements as a result of various factors, including, but not limited to, worldwide economic conditions, the rate of growth of the market, changes in the customer’s ability or desire to incorporate Sigma’s chipsets and software into its product, consumer reaction to the new products and services being offered, the ability of Sigma to deliver sufficient quantity and quality of its chipsets, alternative offerings by competitors, and the ability of the parties to work together successfully to achieve the rollout of this new product. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date hereof. Sigma undertakes no obligation to publicly release or otherwise disclose the result of any revision to these forward-looking statements that may be made as a result of events or circumstances after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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